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Larger than an Orange Lucy Burns 2021-09-23 'Raw, tender
and urgent' Jessica Andrews, author of Saltwater 'Irreducible.
Once read, it will never be forgotten' Helen Mort, author of
Division Street This is the story of an abortion. The days and
hours before the first visit to the clinic and the weeks and

months after. The pregnancy was a mistake and the narrator
immediately arranges a termination. But a gulf yawns
between politics and personal experience. The polarised
public debate and the broader cultural silence did not prepare
her for the physical event or the emotional aftermath. She
finds herself compulsively telling people about the abortion
(and counting those who know), struggling at work and
researching the procedure. She feels alone in her pain and
confusion. Part diary, part prose poem, part literary collage,
Larger than an Orange is an uncompromising, intimate and
original memoir. With raw precision and determined honesty,
Lucy Burns carves out a new space for complexity,
ambivalence and individual experience. 'Lucy Burns' writing
on choice and its aftermath is boldly innovative, achingly
human, and powerfully vulnerable' Dr Elinor Cleghorn, author
of Unwell Women 'Rapturous, engrossing and beautifully
impossible' Holly Pester, author of Comic Timing
Keeping Lucy T. Greenwood 2019-08-06 "This story will have
readers not only rooting for Ginny and Lucy, but thinking
about them long after the last page is turned." -- Lisa
Wingate, New York Times Bestselling Author of Before We
Were Yours PopSugar's 30 Must-Read Books of 2019 Good
Housekeeping's 25 Best New Books for Summer 2019 Better
Homes & Gardens 13 New Books We Can't Wait to Read
This Summer The heartbreaking and uplifting story, inspired
by incredible true events, of how far one mother must go to
protect her daughter. Dover, Massachusetts, 1969. Ginny
Richardson's heart was torn open when her baby girl, Lucy,
born with Down Syndrome, was taken from her. Under
pressure from his powerful family, her husband, Ab, sent
Lucy away to Willowridge, a special school for the “feebleminded." Ab tried to convince Ginny it was for the best. That
they should grieve for their daughter as though she were

dead. That they should try to move on. But two years later,
when Ginny's best friend, Marsha, shows her a series of
articles exposing Willowridge as a hell-on-earth--its squalid
hallways filled with neglected children--she knows she can't
leave her daughter there. With Ginny's six-year-old son in
tow, Ginny and Marsha drive to the school to see Lucy for
themselves. What they find sets their course on a heartracing journey across state lines—turning Ginny into a
fugitive. For the first time, Ginny must test her own strength
and face the world head-on as she fights Ab and his
domineering father for the right to keep Lucy. Racing from
Massachusetts to the beaches of Atlantic City, through the
Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia to a roadside mermaid
show in Florida, Keeping Lucy is a searing portrait of just how
far a mother’s love can take her. "A heartrending yet inspiring
novel that kept me reading late into the night.” —Kristina
McMorris, New York Times bestselling author of Sold on a
Monday and The Edge of Lost
Lucy Somerville Howorth Dorothy S. Shawhan 2006-06-01
Born, raised, and retired in Mississippi, Lucy Somerville
Howorth (1895–1997) was a champion for the rights of
women long before feminism emerged as a widely
recognized movement. As told by Dorothy S. Shawhan and
Martha H. Swain, hers is a remarkable life story-from a smalltown upbringing to a career as an attorney, an activist, and
the last of a generation of New Deal women in Washington,
D.C. She held a presidential appointment under every chief
executive from Franklin Roosevelt to John Kennedy. Howorth
was a fervent believer in the power of organizations to bring
about change, and she became known for her leadership
qualities, acumen, and quick appraisal of social problems,
particularly as they affected women. Shawhan and Swain
point out that her winsome personality, small stature, and

delightful sense of humor also aided her as a female aspiring
in a man's world. In 1931 she was elected to the Mississippi
House of Representatives and, after campaigning for
Roosevelt, was rewarded by the new president with a federal
appointment. She served in a number of subsequent roles,
rising to become general counsel of the War Claims
Commission, at that time the highest legal position in an
executive commission ever filled by a woman. Howorth
worked relentlessly for the advancement of women,
especially through the American Association for University
Women and the National Federation of Business and
Professional Women. She lobbied for equality in the
workplace, helping to effect significant advances in
government and the professions. In 1944, at the request of
Eleanor Roosevelt, Howorth delivered the keynote speech at
the White House Conference on Women in Postwar PolicyMaking, the most memorable of her many public addresses.
This first-ever biography of Howorth bestows long-overdue
recognition of her many notable achievements and
illuminates the activism of women in the decades often
considered to be the doldrums of the women's movement.
Testimony of Gerald Wayne Krk United States. Congress.
Senate. Judiciary 1970
Dracula Stephanie Spinner 1982 Having discovered the
double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman,
Count Dracula, a small group of people vow to rid the world
of the evil vampire.
Isabella Lucy Bird's "A Lady's Life in the Rocky Mountains"
Isabella Lucy Bird 1999-01 The watershed year of Isabella
Lucy Bird's life was 1873. In autumn of that year, the fortyone-year-old English gentlewoman embarked by rail from
San Francisco's east bay, bound for the Colorado Rockies. A
challenging journey, it drove Bird to the utmost physical effort

and initiated her lifelong career in what today is called
adventure travel. More than one hundred twenty years after
their first publication, Isabella Bird's letters to her sister
continue to thrill readers with their account of the thenuntamed and largely unknown American mountain
wilderness. This elegant illustrated edition of Bird's A Lady's
Life in the Rocky Mountains, annotated by Ernest S. Bernard,
sheds fresh light on ambiguities and obscurities in Bird's
letters and contains new details about the frontier Rocky
Mountain West -- a region Bird found so beautiful that she
gently chided "nature for her close imitation of art". Readers
will share Bird's joy and terror as she scales the nearly sheer
face of Longs Peak; her wistfulness and wonder in the
company of the dashing, doomed mountain man, "Rocky
Mountain Jim"; and her unalloyed rapture as she glories in
"the rushing winds, the piled-up peaks, the great pines, the
wild night noises, the poetry and prose" of her beloved
mountains. In addition to a map of Bird's 1873 route and
contemporary photographs, this new annotated edition
includes an appendix that illustrates and charts the course of
Bird's historic ascent of Longs Peak, allowing travelers -- real
and armchair -- to share the dangers and discoveries of
Isabella Lucy Bird's amazing journey.
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Lucy M. Lewis, American Indian Potter Susan Peterson 1984
Describes the role of pottery making in Acoma culture,
recounts the lives and careers of a leading potter and her

family, and presents examples of her work.
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe C.S. Lewis 2018-0410 C. S. Lewis was a British author, lay theologian, and
contemporary of J.R.R. Tolkien. The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe is the first book in The Chronicles of Narnia.
William and Lucy Angela Thirlwell 2003-01-01 The marriage
of William Michael Rossetti (1829-1919) and Lucy Madox
Brown (1843-1894) united two of the most resonant PreRaphaelite family names. Their passionate and ultimately
tragic relationship - described here for the first time - provides
a fresh perspective on nineteenth-century marriage and on
the private lives of eminent Victorians. Sibling of Dante
Gabriel and Christina Rossetti, William was one of the
original Pre-Raphaelite 'Brothers,' a Bohemian, radical
author, poet, critic, artist, connoisseur, biographer, historian,
and taxman. Lucy, the intense, intellectual daughter of Ford
Madox Brown, was an ambitious artist and biographer of
Mary Shelley in spite of struggling with tuberculosis for nearly
a decade. Drawing on hundreds of previously unpublished
sources and a wealth of new visual material (including art by
William, Lucy, and others of their circle and striking
contemporary photographs), the book follows William and
Lucy through their separate professional careers, marriage,
continental travels, and Lucy’s illness and death. At the
crossover between art history, literary criticism, social history,
and biography, the book rewrites Pre-Raphaelite history and
brings to life two fascinating people who were both of their
time and ahead of it.
Reapers Edward W. Robertson 2014-01-19 When the plague
came, federal agent Ellie Colson fled into the Adirondacks
with Dee, the daughter she barely knew. They began a new
life as subsistence farmers, isolated from the fall of the world.
In the six years since, a small community has arisen from the

ashes. Dee is grown up. She's engaged to Quinn, a young
man from across the lake. And she's being hunted. Strangers
are spying on the farms at night. Dee's harassed by a
spurned suitor. One of Quinn's dogs turns up dead. Drawing
on her old skills, Ellie launches an investigation of the locals.
Turns out Quinn's dad has made some bad decisions. Some
enemies, too. The strangers aren't after Dee--they're after
Quinn. When he goes missing, Quinn's dad fears the worst.
But Ellie has a lead. She and Dee track the kidnappers into
the post-apocalyptic wilderness of New York--and into darker
lands than Ellie could ever imagine. ~ Reapers is the fourth
book in the post-apocalyptic BREAKERS series. The
complete series to date includes Outcome, Breakers, Melt
Down, Knifepoint, and Reapers.
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Valentine Candy Murder Leslie Meier 2018-12-18 In these
two beloved mysteries now collected in one volume for the
very first time, it’s Valentine’s Day in Tinker’s Cove,
Maine—but when it comes to foul play, Pennysaver reporter
Lucy Stone can’t sugar-coat the truth . . . VALENTINE
MURDER Lucy has barely arrived at her first library board
meeting when the new librarian is found dead in the
basement. The agitated group assumes Bitsy Howell was
killed by an outsider—until Detective Lt. Horowitz announces
that the killer is among them. Lucy knew that Bitsy rubbed
some people the wrong way. But she has a hunch the
murderous motives run a lot deeper. And as she snoops into
the curious lifestyles and shocking secrets of Tinker’s Cove’s
most solid citizens, what she finds is far from hearts and
flowers . . . CHOCOLATE COVERED MURDER Despite the
frigid winter temperatures, to boost the economy, Tinker’s

Cove is launching a travel promotion for Valentine’s Day.
Lucy is assigned a puff piece on upscale Chanticleer
Chocolate—and its deliciously handsome owner. But there’s
another tantalizing tart behind the counter—sultry store
manager Tamzin Graves. Leaving a throng of jealous women
in her wake, it’s almost no surprise when Tamzin turns up
dead, her body covered in chocolate. And as Lucy closes in
on the culprit, she may find herself locked in the clutches of a
half-baked killer . . .
Loving Warriors Lucy Stone 1981 A collection of the letters of
feminist and abolitionist Lucy Stone and her husband Henry
B. Blackwell provides a fascinating look at an unusual
marriage and information on life in Victorian America
The Lady in Red & Dangerous Deception Linda Turner 201101-01 The Lady in Red by USA TODAY bestselling author
Linda Turner When it came to covering murders, reporter
Blake Nickels was the best in town—until a lady named
Sabrina Jones came along. Now no matter what the story
was, she always seemed to be a step or two ahead of him.
And she had other ways of driving him crazy, too. All it took
was one little red dress—and one breathtaking little
kiss—and suddenly he was having a very hard time keeping
his mind on crime….Trouble was, the killer they were both
investigating was hot on her trail, too. And if Blake couldn't
protect her, she was really going to be front-page news.
Dangerous Deception by Kylie Brant Billionaire securities
expert James Tremaine couldn't believe the anonymous note:
your parents' deaths weren't accidents. Private investigator
Tori Corbett was his only hope of uncovering the truth, but
keeping his hands off her was proving as difficult as solving
the case. For Tori, working day and night with the sexy
tycoon was like playing with fire. She
wouldn't—couldn't—become emotionally involved with a man

hell-bent on vengeance. Especially now that there was
evidence linking her own father to the crime….
Testimony of Gerald Wayne Kirk United States. Congress.
Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee to
Investigate the Administration of the Internal Security Act and
Other Internal Security Laws 1970
American Hereford Record and Hereford Herd Book
American Hereford Cattle Breeders' Association 1924
The Jersey Bulletin and Dairy World 1921
Autobiography and Gender in Early Modern Literature
Sharon Seelig 2006-03-02 Early modern autobiographies and
diaries provide a unique insight into women's lives and how
they remembered, interpreted and represented their
experiences. Sharon Seelig analyzes the writings of six
seventeenth-century women: diaries by Margaret Hoby and
Anne Clifford, more extended narratives by Lucy Hutchinson,
Ann Fanshawe, and Anne Halkett, and the extraordinarily
varied and self-dramatizing publications of Margaret
Cavendish. Combining an original account of the
development of autobiography with analysis of the texts,
Seelig explores the relation between the writers' choices of
genre and form and the stories they chose to tell.
Irish Women and the Great War Fionnuala Walsh 2020-06-30
The first full-length study to explore the impact of the Great
War on the lives of women in Ireland. Fionnuala Walsh
examines women's mobilisation for the war effort, and the
impact of the war on their employment opportunities, family
and domestic life, social morality and politicisation.
Lucy Jamaica Kincaid 1990-10-22 Lucy, a teenage girl from
the West Indies, comes to work as an au pair for a wealthy
American couple, discovering the dark side behind their
facade of happiness as she also awakens to her own

sexuality
The Chester White Swine Record 1922
Suddenly Sexy Kendra Little 2013-11-24 **This novel is
included in a 4-book collection titled BAD BOYS AND
BILLIONAIRES by Kendra Little. You can get all 4 books for
a lower price by purchasing the collection.** When a nerd and
a bad boy get together, it's pure chemistry. Scientist Maddie
Clarke likes to keep her life organized and on schedule. But
when bad boy Sam Hennessy returns home fifteen years
after calling her a nerd, her life is thrown into chaos.
Desperately needing a subject to test her latest pheromonebased perfume on, she chooses Sam. After all, he's perfect.
There's no way someone like him would fall for a dork like her
without drugs and/or alcohol being involved. The only thing
is, Sam isn't the sort of guy who likes to be manipulated,
even by someone he finds suddenly and unexpectedly sexy.
Really!?! Marc Freden 2010-10-14 REALLY!?! is the story of
privilege and purgatory . . . and the road traveled to both.
Told as a series of uniquely lampooning and insightful
anecdotal observations, Marc Freden quite literally travels the
world, as the host of a British television series, to find out just
where and who he is in the world. REALLY!?! takes on such
lauded institutions as Hollywood, Catholicism, the British
Monarchy and fame while exploring Freden’s personal
vulnerability in dealing with homosexuality, depression,
molestation and relationships. It’s written with his unique
blend of raw, self-deprecating humor and honesty—the same
winning combination that made him a true international
television personality.
The American Hereford Record and Hereford Herd Book
American Hereford Cattle Breeders' Association 1924 Brief
history of Hereford cattle: v. 1, p. 359-375.
Book News Monthly

1906
Chester White Swine Record Chester White Swine Record
Association 1922
The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl Stacy McAnulty 2019-0402 A lightning strike made Lucy, twelve, a math genius but,
after years of homeschooling, her grandmother enrolls her in
middle school and she learns that life is more than numbers.
Franklin and Lucy Joseph E. Persico 2009-05-12 “Just when
you thought you knew everything about Franklin D.
Roosevelt, think again. Joseph E. Persico [is] one of
America’s finest historians. . . . You can’t properly understand
FDR the man without reading this landmark study.”—Douglas
Brinkley, professor of history at Rice University “Persico’s
exploration of FDR’s emotional life is fascinating.”—USA
Today In Franklin and Lucy, acclaimed author and historian
Joseph E. Persico explores FDR’s romance with Lucy
Rutherfurd. Persico’s provocative conclusions about their
relationship are informed by a revealing range of sources,
including never-before-published letters and documents from
Lucy Rutherfurd’s estate that attest to the intensity of the
affair, which lasted much longer than was previously
acknowledged.FDR’s connection with Lucy also creates an
opportunity for Persico to take a more penetrating look at the
other women in FDR’s life. We come to see more clearly how
FDR’s infidelity contributed to Eleanor Roosevelt’s eventual
transformation from a repressed Victorian to perhaps the
greatest American woman of her century; how FDR’s strongwilled mother helped to strengthen his resolve in overcoming
personal and public adversity; and how both paramours and
platonic friends completed the world that FDR inhabited. In
focusing on Lucy Rutherfurd and the other women who
mattered to Roosevelt, Persico renders the most intimate
portrait yet of an enigmatic giant of American history. Praise

for Franklin and Lucy “Persico is judicious in his treatment of
these sensitive matters. . . . He understands that Lucy Mercer
helped FDR awaken his capacity for love and compassion,
and thus helped him become the man to whom the nation will
be eternally in debt.”—The Washington Post Book World “A
stylish and well-written book filled with interesting characters,
marital dramas and spylike subterfuge.”—Chicago Tribune “A
powerful narrative that rarely fails to pull you along to the next
chapter.”—Louisville Courier-Journal “Utterly
absorbing.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Sweet Lucy Wine Dabney Stuart 1992 Stories told from the
point of view of Mark Random, a boy growing up in a
Southern town, reveal the complexities of his interactions with
his family and with Sweet Lucy Wine, a woman who lives with
his family for a short time.
Gift from the Hills Lucy Morgan 1971 The Penland School
was founded in the 1920s in the isolated mountain town of
Penland, North Carolina. In 1923, Lucy Morgan, a teacher at
the Appalachian School who had recently learned to weave
at Berea College, created an association to teach the crafts
to local women provide a source of income that they could
earn from their homes. The center, called Penland Weavers
and Potters, provided instruction, looms, and materials. Local
volunteers built a cabin and then a larger hall. In 1929,
Penland was officially founded as the Penland School of
Handicrafts after Edward F. Worst, a weaving expert and
author of the Foot Power Loom Weaving, visited the school
to provide instruction on weaving. Worst added classes in
basketry and pottery.
The Free Flag of Cuba Lucy Petaway Holcombe Pickens
2002 "The wife of South Carolina secessionist governor
Francis W. Pickens and known as the "Queen of the
Confederacy," Lucy Holcombe Pickens (1832-1899) was

during her lifetime one of the most famous women in the
South. Indeed, she was the only woman pictured on
Confederate currency. Rumor was that in her youth she
published a novel under a pseudonym. Recently discovered
as The Free Flag of Cuba; or, The Martyrdom of Lopez: A
Tale of the Liberating Expedition of 1851, a romanticized
account of the 1851 filibustering expedition to Cuba led by
Narciso Lopez, it was published under the alias H. M.
Hardimann in 1854. With this new edition, Orville Vernon
Burton and Georganne B. Burton resurrect Holcombe's lost
work and prove it to be a window on many pressing
nineteenth-century issues, including patriotism, freedom,
independence, imperialism, nationalism, race, the role of
southern women, and slavery." "A not-so-subtle plea for U.S.
support for Cuban independence from Spain, Holcombe's
novel vindicates Lopez and his men, who were officially
regarded as mercenaries, some of them captured and
executed. The young author was determined to have an
influence on the national debates of her time, and her book
declared to the world that the Lopez campaign was noble and
he and his men were martyred heroes." "Revealing the link
between gender issues and filibustering, Holcombe's tale
clearly reflects the values southern aristocratic women
expected in men, even if preserving those values meant
death and defeat - a harbinger of ardent support for the
Confederacy by women like Lucy. Like the South's
secession, the Lopez expedition was an abject failure, and
the novel eerily presages Lost Cause mythology."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
The Jewelers' Circular 1930
One Enchanted Night Debra Carroll 2011-07-15 IT
HAPPENED ONE NIGHT ONE NIGHT WAS ALL THEY

COULD EVER HAVE Lucy Weston didn't believe in romance
or marriage…until David appeared on her doorstep, half-dead
from the winter storm outside. She kept him alive with the
warmth of her own body, and reacted to him as she never
had to any man. He was strong, caring and a sensual lover.
He made her begin to wish for more. But David had no idea
who he was… It Happened One Night… A single sizzling
night of love…could lead anywhere!
Magill's Guide to Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature T. A.
Shippey 1996 "These four volumes cover 791 books or
series, 238 of them published during the 1980s and 1990s.
the entries are 1,000 words long for single books and 1,500
for series, with a one-sentence summary beginning each
entry followed by bibliographical information ... Volume 4
contains an extensive bibliography of critical works on
science fiction and fantasy, a list of major award winners, a
genre index." Booklist.
Lady Lucy Houston DBE Miles Macnair 2016-10-31 The lifestory of Lady Lucy Houston DBE must surely be one of the
most romantic and dramatic epics of the last one hundred
and fifty years, yet nowadays she is a woman unknown. She
was a renowned beauty with a sharp intelligence, and over
the years she would exploit her charismatic charm, first as a
teenager to entice a wealthy lover, and subsequently to lead
three husbands to the altar.She was an ardent and
productive campaigner for womens rights, conducting
outstanding works of charity during the Great War, such as
providing a convalescent home for nurses returning from the
front line. In recognition of these endeavours, she was made
a Dame of the British Empire in 1917. After the death of her
third husband, a known misogynist, under mysterious
circumstances, she was temporarily certified mad, but his Will
was to make her the richest woman in England. During the

rest of her eventful and eccentric lifetime, she spent her
fortune on a vast number of charitable causes, whilst waging
a feisty political campaign against weak British politicians of
all parties. As a great admirer of how Mussolini had restored
Italys patriotic self-esteem, she championed men like
Winston Churchill as the future saviour of her own beloved
country. But her greatest legacy arose from her steadfast
support for the Royal Air Force, whose finances were being
crippled. She funded the 1931 Schneider Trophy Race as
well as the Houston-Mount Everest Expedition of 1933. This
funding had a crucial bearing on the development of the
Merlin engine and the Spitfire aircraft, essentially kick starting
the chain of events that would ultimately end in allied victory
during the Battle of Britain. She died before the cataclysmic
war that she so accurately predicted however, her death
being precipitated by an infatuation with Edward, Prince of
Wales.In spite of her many eccentricities, the enchanting,
infuriating, inspiring and endlessly controversial Lucy
Houston deserves to be remembered as a very patriotic lady
indeed.
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